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2022 Atlantic Hurricane Forecast

The 2022 Outlook
Although there likely won’t be quite as many storms as
there were last season, the 2022 hurricane season is
shaping up to be more active than normal. If this forecast
holds, it would be the seventh above average year in a
row. In 2022, we’re expecting a somewhat quick start to
the season, as a few storms are likely to occur in June and
July. Most of these early systems will be on the weaker
side, as we expect the majority of the activity and stronger storms to occur in August and September. Even late
in the season, a couple tropical systems are favored to
form in October and November, unlike last year where
only one storm developed after September.

2022 Tropical Cyclone Breakdown
Period

Named
Storms

Hurricane

Major
Hurricanes

Thru July

2-4

0-1

0

Aug - Sept

9 - 11

5-7

2-3

Oct - Nov

2-4

1-3

0-1

Total
(Hist. Avg)

15 - 19
(14)

6 - 10
(7)

2-4
(3)

Favored Storm Tracks

Surface pressure anomalies from analog years.
Map via ESRL.

•

Last year the forecast tracks were variable, but this year
the tracks are favoring the East Coast more than usual.

•

A strong high pressure over Nova Scotia and the North
Atlantic will make it difficult for systems to curve out to
sea very easily, favoring a track towards the East Coast.

•

Storms will favor the Southeast US early in the year, but
the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast US will have a greater likelihood for direct impacts towards September and October.

•

There isn’t a strong signal for lots of activity in the Gulf,
but it needs to be watched based on the warm waters.

•

Some storms can curve north into the Central and Eastern
Atlantic towards the Azores.

2022 Strike Probability Compared to Climatology
•

The expected pattern has the potential to steer storms
towards the Mid-Atlantic more often in 2022.

•

The odds of a storm impacting the New England coast
and Long Island is around normal this year, but there is a
slightly lower risk in northeast MA into Maine.

•

Impacts farther south are favored early in the season
since waters will remain a bit too cold for storms north of
VA/NC. However, with warmer sea surface temperatures
this year in the Western Atlantic, there will be an increased
risk of strikes for MD/DE/NJ/NY in the Sept. - Oct. period.

•

As we saw with Ida and Henri, even indirect impacts or
remnants can still deliver soaking rains, significant flooding issues, and unsafe surf.
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The Oceans and La Niña
La Niña Holds On...

What a Warm Indian Ocean Means...

•

La Niña (cooler waters in the equatorial Pacific)
looks to continue into the summer.

•

This may trend more neutral as we head into August, but given a “lag” of a few months, effects of
La Niña will persist through the tropical season.

•

La Niña events are often associated with higher
tropical activity than normal, due to the decrease
in wind shear that is supportive of storms.
Indian Ocean water temperature anomalies.
Courtesy Tropical Tidbits.
•

Indian Ocean water temperatures are above normal, and positive anomalies are basin-wide.

•

A warm Indian Ocean lowers the chances for an El
Niño to develop. Therefore, it’s more likely La Niña
will persist through the tropical season.

•

Warmer than normal waters can also provide more
energy to waves moving across Africa, so there
could be some longer-track hurricanes.

El Niño model projections, courtesy of ECMWF.

A Mostly Warmer than Normal Atlantic
•

Ocean temperatures in the Atlantic Basin are largely
above average, this provides more energy to storms.

•

Sea surfaces temperatures are on the cooler side in
the Eastern Caribbean to West Africa, which hinders
well organized long-track storms early on.

•

Water temperatures in the eastern Atlantic are
warming, so this might not persist into the summer.

•

The warm waters over the western Atlantic are concerning, and they point towards an active season for
the East Coast as well as the Gulf.

Atlantic Ocean water temperature anomalies.
Courtesy of Tropical Tidbits.

Atlantic Ocean Storm Names for 2022
• Alex
• Bonnie
• Colin
• Danielle

• Earl
• Fiona
• Gaston
• Hermine

• Ian
• Julia
• Karl
• Lisa

• Martin
• Nicole
• Owen
• Paula
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• Richard
• Shary
• Tobias
• Virginie

• Walter
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Historical Analogs & Forecast Guidance
What are Analog Years Telling Us?
For long range outlooks, we rely more on analog forecasting, which involves analyzing past years that had
similar conditions to what we’re seeing this year. For
2022, we looked for years that had a continuation of La
Niña from winter into the summer, similar sea surface
temperature patterns in the Pacific, a somewhat warm
Atlantic, and similar upper air patterns. Our top analogs
were compared to average storm counts for the Atlantic hurricane season, and we found that the majority of
them favor another above normal season. An early start
is likely, then we expect conditions to only get more active during the heart of the season (August/September).
Activity won’t quiet down until November.

Forecast Guidance

Peak season rainfall anomalies from the CFS model
(greens = wetter than normal). Tropical Tidbits.

•

Seasonal models generally support our forecast ideas.

•

A high pressure signal over the North Atlantic and Nova
Scotia and a subtle low pressure over the Southeast US
will help steer systems towards the East Coast.

•

A broad high pressure over the Atlantic likely prevents
many early re-curvatures out to sea.

•

The precipitation forecast from seasonal models (left)
supports the idea of an active Atlantic, including long
track systems from the coast of Africa.

•

The Gulf of Mexico is not looking dry either, as a few systems can develop in this area throughout the season.

2021 Tropical Season Review
The 2021 hurricane season was another active one, as 21
named storms developed, including seven hurricanes and
four major hurricanes. Eight of these storms managed to
make landfall in the United States, including two hurricanes
and one major hurricane (Ida).
While the majority of the storms that made landfall were
tropical storms, several of them were quite impactful (Elsa,
Fred, and Henri). These storms combined for $9.3 billion
in damage, as impacts from these storms were felt well
beyond the points of landfall. Major flooding issues occurred all the way up the Eastern Seaboard, as Elsa caused
a subway station in New York City to flood. Fred created
catastrophic flooding in the southern Appalachians, where

nearly two feet of rain fell in parts of western North Carolina. Finally, Henri brought extensive flooding to New
Jersey, New York, and Connecticut, where 5 - 10 inches
of rain fell.
Hurricane Ida was by far the strongest storm of the
year to make landfall. Ida tied with Laura (2020) and the
1856 Hurricane as one of the strongest storms on record to make landfall in Louisiana, with 150 mph winds.
Impacts from this storm created $75 billion in damage from Louisiana all the way through New England.
Across the north, up to 10 inches of rain fell in a matter
of hours. This caused deadly flash flooding in parts of
New York City and northern New Jersey.
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